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NORDIC CARRIER PLUS 
– BEAUTIFUL LIGHT LINES TO KEEP YOU SAFE

Nordic Carrier Plus is the evolution of our popular H-Cargo rear light for 
carrier integration. It has been designed with a completely new modern 
Industrial look, matching the Nordic front light series, and fits well with 
the design trends in the bicycle market today. Influenced by the car 
industry, lines and shapes of lights create effectful appearances both to 
enhance the looks of the bike, but above all to keep the rider safe. 

The housing of Nordic Carrier Plus is made of recycled plastic, to bring 
the carbon footprint down. This 5 cd (candela) rear light with 60 cd 
sensor-controlled brake light feature wide side visibility to guarantee you 
will be seen in every condition. IPX4 rating. 

• For e-bikes, 6-48V DC nominal
• Brake light function (sensor controlled), 5 cd / 60 cd light intensity
• Housing made from recycled plastic
• 120mm wide
• German type approval, Made in Finland

NORDIC CL3  – TOP CLASS VISIBILITY FOR THE MANY

Nordic CL3 is the latest sibling to enter the Nordic family. We are happy 
to introduce CL3 as our favorite entry level front light, with excellent build 
quality. Weatherproofed to IPX4 standard, with a light output of 30 lux.

The CL3 is Made in Finland and features our current design language, 
staying in line with the rest of the Nordic series to fit today’s bike trends.

CL3 is a minute and compact light. Using a collimator lens makes it possible 
to keep the size small, the price appealing and offer a very good light pattern. 
An attractive little light package with great value for money. CL3 is a very 
good fit for urban bikes where you prefer a small, discreet light, that still 
keeps the rider safe and visible.

The housing and bezel of the Nordic CL3 are made of recycled plastic, to 
reduce the carbon footprint. Easy to mount with its integrated arm with 
adaptor pieces, click in reflector and push-in cable connection. 

• For e-bikes (6-12V) and Dynamo (6V)
• 30 lux light intensity
• Housing and bezel in recycled plastic
• Made in Finland, approval for Germany and France

MADE IN FINLAND
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NORDIC BATTERY PACK 
– PORTABLE ENERGY TO LIGHT UP YOUR RIDE

The Nordic Energy battery pack is compatible with all e-bike front lights in the Nordic series. With this simple 
solution, you can easily add a Herrmans e-bike front light to your bike, whether you have an e-bike or not. You 
can use the battery to power a stronger light on your MTB during dark trail rides or use it to add extra light on your 
urban or touring bike, for better safety and visibility. This powerful battery gives generous usage times for each 
charge.

The battery pack has a discreet but distinctive and modern design that 
blends in well on the frame and complements the look of your bike. Padded 
battery bottom to avoid any scratches on the bike frame.

The battery comes with all necessary cables included, you simply charge 
the battery by usb-c, and fit it to the top tube of your bike with velcro straps.

• 11,1 V, 5000 mAh / 56 Wh
• Connection: Julet cable with connecting cables for both Nordic  
      Xtreme/Pro and the Nordic MR series
• Usage time estimates: Nordic MR5: ~22h, Nordic MR9: ~17h,  
    Nordic MR10: ~14h, Nordic MR10+: ~13h low beam ~6h high   
      beam, Nordic Pro: 5,5h, Nordic Xtreme: ~6h low beam, ~3,6h high  
      beam

THE NUCORE SERIES  – BIOBASED MATERIAL CONTENT REACHES 60% IN 2025

One of our main goals is to gradually decrease the dependence on 
fossil-based plastics, which will be possible only with constant research. 
Introduced in 2023, the Nucore grips currently contain around 25-30%  
biobased content, meaning we reduce the use of fossil-based by the  
same percentage. We are happy to announce that our tests and research 
results have been successful, and we will be able to increase the 
percentage to 60% starting from 2025. 

Created in collaboration with experienced designers and experts on hand 
ergonomics, we put a lot of effort into making the grips as comfortable as 
possible, making sure pressure on the Ulnar nerve is minimized and that 
the Carpal tunnel is not obstructed during the ride.

• Nucore Trail is the first choice for winding paths and tracks.
• Nucore Tour is the mini-wing grip used for longer tours or for more  
 support on your trail ride.
• Nucore Town provides the most support for the hand – perfect for  
 comfy rides out and about on town, or when touring from one town  
 to the next.

Safety is the keyword – with grips that are comfortable, fit well in your 
hand and have the right friction and position, you will have a tight grip on 
your ride, staying safe wherever you go.  

The grips come in many colors and two different patterns: the courageous Peak and the harmonious Wave pattern.


